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Report #7 

Dirty (Crooked) Doctors:

Doctors/clinics.  There are crooked doctors and clinics that pay money to
automobile accident victims to be their patient. You know that they have to recover
this money somehow, don’t you?  They recoup the money with unnecessary testing
or by billing for extra, phantom visits.  The insurance companies monitor treatment
bills carefully; they know who the dirty doctors are.  Readers, we are talking about
insurance fraud.  

If you have a case with one of these medical mills, an insurance company
will never give you a fair settlement offer.  It will discount and disbelieve whatever
the dirty doctors say is wrong with you.  And that’s if you’re lucky and no one is
arrested and the clinic is not closed down.

When the doctors get arrested and their clinics close, what happens to the
patient that genuinely needs treatment?  Or if that patient has a lawsuit, his records
end up lost, or in the possession of criminal prosecutors, and are unavailable for
that patient’s accident case.  I know of one case where a dishonest neurologist was
sent to jail.  His patient’s case came up for trial and there was no physician
available to testify.  And the patient’s case was severely damaged.

Walk away from dirty doctors and medical clinics that offer money.  Deal
with ethical, facilities that act within the law.  That is good medicine, and good for
your personal injury claim.

Please don't forget that there is no such thing as a free lunch.  If you deal
with crooked professionals, your case will be damaged.  You will not get true
justice, or fair money for your injuries. 
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